A construction described by the current author (2017) uses two linear prototypes to build a compound graph with Ramsey properties inherited from the prototype graphs. The resulting graph is linear; and cyclic if both prototypes are cyclic. However, it will not generate a cyclic graph from a general linear prototype.
Introduction
This paper addresses the properties of undirected loopless graphs with edge-colourings in an arbitrary number of colours, and the corresponding multicolour classical Ramsey numbers.
The construction described in [4] allows the creation of Ramsey graphs with specific properties by combining the distance sets of two linear prototypes. The resulting graph is linear; and cyclic if both prototypes are cyclic. However, it will not generate a cyclic graph from a general linear prototype -a property that is useful on occasions if subsequent constructions require cyclic prototypes. This paper describes a development of the previous construction which does so in a significant special case.
It also records some further computational findings and results in the construction of linear and cyclic graphs.
Notation is defined in section 2.
In section 3, starting from the construction in [4] , it is proved that a general linear prototype graph can be extended using a single new colour to produce a new cyclic graph of order 3m − 1 which is triangle-free in the new colour, and has the same clique-number as the prototype in every other colour. This result is of some practical use in providing graphs with known characteristics for use as prototypes in further constructions. Its distance profile, and variations on it, provide a broad theme for the paper.
In section 4, the distance sets of a cyclic Ramsey (3, 3, 4, 4; 173)-graph are listed -thus proving that R(3, 3, 4, 4) ≥ 174. These sets were found by a non-exhaustive tree search, subject to a heuristically-derived constraint, which made search times manageable. The form of the constraint was inspired by the broad characteristics of colourings related to the construction described in section 3. It is further deduced that R(3, 4, 5, 5) ≥ 693 using a cyclic 'quadrupling' technique related to that described in [6] .
In section 5, the existence a Ramsey (8, 8, 8; 6131)-graph is established. We start from a prototype (3, 7, 7)-graph, use the quadrupling construction twice, and then delete vertices. Thus it is proved that R 3 (8) ≥ 6132.
In section 6, the key Tables from [4] are updated to reflect further work on obtaining linear prototype graphs. It is proved that R 4 (7) ≥ 81206 and R 4 (9) ≥ 630566, noting corresponding improvements in the lower bounds for R 5 (7) and R 5 (9) and beyond. These results follow from the existence (in all cases) of cyclic prototype subgraphs of the graphs obtained by the most basic Mathon-Shearer 'doubling' construction.
Notation
In this paper, K n denotes the complete graph with order n.
If U denotes a complete graph with m vertices {u 0 , . . ., u m−1 }, then:
A (q-)colouring of U is a mapping of the edges (u i , u j ) of U into the set of integers s where 1 ≤ s ≤ q.
The distance between two vertices u i , u j , or, equivalently, the length of the edge (u i , u j ) connecting them, is defined as | j − i |.
A colouring of U is linear if and only if the colour of any edge (u i , u j ) depends only on the length of that edge. In such a case the colour of an edge of length l is written c(l).
A colouring of U is cyclic if and only if (a) it is linear, and (b) c(l) = c(m − l) for all l such that 1 ≤ l ≤ m − 1.
The clique number of graph U in colour s is the largest integer i such that U contains a subgraph which is a copy of K i in that colour.
A Ramsey graph U (k 1 , . . . , k r ; m), with all k s ≥ 2, is a complete graph of order m with a colouring such that for each colour s, where 1 ≤ s ≤ r, there exists no complete monochrome subgraph K q of U in the colour s for any q ≥ k s . Equivalently, the clique number of U , in any colour s, is strictly less than k s . Such a graph U may conveniently be described as a (k 1 , . . ., k r ; m)-graph.
The Ramsey number R(k 1 , . . . , k r ) is the unique lowest integer m such that no U (k 1 , . . . , k r ; m) exists. Proof: We begin by considering the set of lengths of all the edges of U , which we call L, consisting of the integers { l | 1 ≤ l ≤ m − 1 }. A linear colouring gives rise to a natural partition of that set into subsets L s containing the lengths of edges of each colour s. That is, for 1 ≤ s ≤ r :
Construction of Cyclic Graphs from Linear Graphs
It is a well-known result that any linear graph U contains a copy of K s in colour s if and only if there exists a subset of the set L s of order s − 1 such that each of the members of the subset and all of their non-zero pairwise differences are contained in L s . For if such a subset exists, one can construct a set of all the vertices u i ∈ U having index-numbers i in the subset. Taking the union of that set of vertices with u 0 gives us the vertices of a copy of K kr in U . The converse is essentially proved by reversing the process, having first selected (using linearity) a copy of K ks with a vertex set that includes u 0 .
This result provides the basis for our proof.
Using the construction in [4] we first construct a linear (k 1 , k 2 , . . ., k r ,
The set of lengths of all the edges of V may be called L and consists of the integers { l | 1 ≤ l ≤ (3m − 2) }, which are partitioned into distinct subsets according to colour, as follows:
We define a subset of L which we call
We further define subsets of L , for each s, where 1 ≤ s ≤ r, as follows:
It is easy to verify that L t = L , where the union includes all colours.
The new graph V is clearly linear. From the proof in [4] it follows that the clique number of V in any colour s where 1 ≤ s ≤ r is the same as for U . For colour r + 1 the clique number is clearly 2, since no two members of L r+1 can have a difference in L r+1 . Now we define a second graph W , also with 3m − 1 vertices w i . The set of lengths of all the edges of W may be called L .
We define the subset L r+1 = L r+1 .
We further define, for each s, where 1 ≤ s ≤ r,
The new graph W is clearly well-defined and linear. Because B s contains the complements of members of B s with respect to 5m − 2, W is also cyclic.
We have assumed that there is no subset of U that is a monochromatic copy of K ks in colour s. We aim to prove there can be no such subset in W .
Assume to the contrary that there is such a copy (H, say) in W . Consider the set of index-numbers of its vertex-set, {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j ks }.
If any pair of these index-numbers has an absolute difference greater than m − 1, then that difference must be at least 2m. If no such pair exists, then the lengths of all the edges of H must be less than m and therefore there must be an identical copy of K s in the same colour within U (with the same set of index-numbers): which is a contradiction. Therefore H must have at least one edge of length at least 2m. If so, then we can partition the set of index-numbers of H into two non-empty subsets S 1 = {j 1 , . . . , j p } and S 2 = {j p+1 , . . . , j ks }. This partition is made on the basis that the length of an edge joining any member of S 1 to any member of S 2 is of length at least 2m. It is a straightforward consequence of the colouring that there can be no more than two such subsets. We may assume without loss of generality that the index-numbers of these subsets are strictly increasing.
We now define a mapping from the vertices of W to the vertices of V as follows:
Thus if there is an edge in W joining w jx and w jy , both index-numbers being members of S 1 , then the length of the edge in V that joins their images is the same as in W , and the colours of those two edges are both s.
For p + 1 ≤ t ≤ s, define w jt → v ((5m−2)−(jt−jp)) . Again, if there is an edge in W joining w jx and w jy , both index-numbers being members of S 2 , then the length of the edge in V that joins their images is the same as in W , and the colours of those two edges are both s.
The key remaining issue is how this mapping transforms the lengths of images of edges joining, say, w jx and w jy , where j x ∈ S 1 and j y ∈ S 2 .
In that case, the length of the image in V of this edge is (5m − 2) − (j y − j p ) − (j p − j x ) = (5m − 2) − (j y − j x ). We can see that 2m ≤ (j y − j x ) ≤ 3m − 2. From the method of construction of B we know that this means that the colours of the edge and its image in V are again both s.
Thus the image of H in V is a copy of K ks in colour s, which is another contradiction. This completes the proof.
2
This quite simple result has been of some practical use in providing cyclic graphs with known characteristics for use as prototypes in further constructions. The overall profile of the distances -with one colour concentrated in a mid-range, sometimes also featuring some outlying distances -is a theme of all the constructions featured in this paper. The existence of outliers provides scope for defining broader search spaces, as illustrated in sections 4 and 5.
4 New Lower Bounds for R (3, 3, 4, 4) and R (3, 4, 5, 5) The distance sets for a cyclic (3, 3, 4, 4; 173)-graph derived by the author are listed below. Colours for distances greater than 86 are implied by the symmetry. The implied lower bound of 174 for R(3, 3, 4, 4) exceeds the current best lower bound quoted in [3] . This graph was one of several discovered through a non-exhaustive constrained tree search. The constraint imposed was merely that colour 2 (one of the triangle-avoiding colours) cannot be used for a distance less than 48.
This simple heuristic constraint was inspired by the observation that in generating triangle-free graphs, it is often a feature (loosely stated) that a cluster of distances in the mid-range are of a single common colour, and that the lesser and greater distances largely avoid that colour. Previous papers featuring distance-based searches (notably [1] ) have demonstrated this feature.
Searches with lower exclusion thresholds have not yet yielded better lower bounds. Exhaustive searches have not been possible because of the resulting time constraints.
By application of a cyclic 'quadrupling' construction closely related to that featured in Corollary 3 in [6] , a (3, 4, 5, 5 ; 692)-graph can be constructed, proving that R(3, 4, 5, 5) ≥ 693.
A New Lower Bound for R 3 (8)
The construction described in section 3 can be usefully varied by modifying the definition of L r+1 in particular cases so that the order of the resulting graph W is increased.
In the case where the prototype is the well-known (7,7; 202)-graph obtained by the basic Mathon-Shearer 'doubling' construction, an interesting result is obtained by defining: L r+1 = L 3 = { 202, 203, . . . , 207, 219, 220, . . . , 403, 415, 416, . . . , 420}.
It can be seen that this retains the general shape of a cluster of distances in the midrange, as mentioned in section 4, while leaving some gaps in order to include outliers. By doing this it has so far proved possible to extend the order of the resulting cyclic (3, 7, 7)graph to 622 using only a short manual search. The colours of distances from 1 to 201 are the same as those of the (7, 7; 202)-graph, as are the colours of distances from 421 to 621. The colours of distances from 208 to 218 are copies of those from 6 to 16 and the colours of distances 404 to 414 are a reflection of them.
Next, we broadly follow the process of Theorem 7 in [5] . By applying the quadrupling construction featured in Corollary 5 in [6] twice in succession, we obtain firstly a (5, 7, 8; 2488)-graph and then a (9, 8, 8; 9952)-graph. By inspection of the construction at each stage, we can see that the degree of the first vertex in these graphs in colour 3 is 1214 and 6131 respectively. (In fact, the degrees of all vertices are equal in any colour, but that is not necessary to the proof.) These degrees have been validated by computer testing. Consider the subgraph induced in the latter case on the vertices forming the neighbourhood of the first vertex in colour 3. Since k 1 = 9 this must be an (8, 8, 8; 6131)-graph, which demonstrates that R 3 (8) ≥ 6132. This again exceeds the current best lower bound quoted in [3] .
Further Results from an Earlier Construction
The Tables below update the results of the previous paper [4] , allowing for the inclusion of linear isomorphic images of the well-known (7, 7; 202)-and (9, 9; 562)-graphs obtained by the most basic form of the Mathon-Shearer 'doubling' construction. The reader should refer to [2] for the basic construction: the subgraphs can be obtained from all such graphs by a straightforward rearrangement of vertices. Numbers revised since the publication of [4] are shown in blue. As before, bold text indicates numbers exceeding those shown in the Radziszowski Dynamic Survey [3] .
The inclusion of these graphs allows the proof that R 4 (7) ≥ 81206 and R 4 (9) ≥ 630566 by straightforward application of the methods of [4] , with correspondingly improved lower
